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ABSTRACT: Autism is a neurodevelopmental disorder of unknown
etiology characterized by social and communication deficits and the
presence of restricted interests/repetitive behaviors. Higher rates of
epilepsy have long been reported, but prevalence estimates vary from
as little as 5% to as much as 46%. This variation is probably the result
of sample characteristics that increase epilepsy risk such as sample
ascertainment, lower intelligence quotient (IQ), the inclusion of
patients with nonidiopathic autism, age, and gender. However, crit-
ical review of the literature reveals that the rate in idiopathic cases
with normal IQ is still significantly above the population risk sug-
gesting that autism itself is associated with an increased risk of
epilepsy. Recently, there has been interest in the occurrence of epilep-
tiform electroencephalograms (EEGs) even in the absence of epilepsy.
Rates as high as 60% have been reported and some investigators
propose that these abnormalities may play a causal role in the autism
phenotype. Although this phenomenon is still not well understood
and risk factors have yet to be determined, the treatment implications
are increasingly important. We review the recent literature to eluci-
date possible risk factors for both epilepsy and epileptiform EEGs.
We then review existing data and discuss controversies surrounding
treatment of EEG abnormalities. (Pediatr Res 65: 599–606, 2009)

Autism and related autism spectrum disorders (ASD) are
lifelong, often severely impairing neurodevelopmental

syndromes involving deficits in social relatedness, language,
and behavior. Reports of increasing prevalence, the lack of
well-controlled studies on treatment efficacy, and the immense
costs of education and care for these patients all combine to
make autism a public health crisis. However, despite a large
body of careful pharmacological, pathologic, electrophysio-
logical, and imaging investigations, the etiology of autism
remains unclear. Known medical conditions account for only
a fraction (5–20%) of autism (1–3). Comorbidity with other
neurologic disorders, demonstrated widespread neuropatho-
logical changes, and an emerging literature of structural and
functional neuroimaging differences in autism all herald an
underlying central nervous system (CNS) abnormality.
One of the best-known associations with CNS dysfunc-

tion is the high risk of epilepsy. This has been known since
the first cases of autism (4) and is commonly reported to

occur in 1/3 of individuals with ASD. However, the exact
prevalence remains unknown and the literature presents a
wide range of estimates from 5 (5) to 46% (6). ASD is also
increased in epilepsy populations, with as high as 32% (7)
meeting diagnostic criteria.
There is no primary seizure type or syndrome associated

with autism. Complex partial (with or without secondarily
generalized seizures), absence, and generalized tonic-clonic
have all been reported (8–12). The diagnosis of seizure
activity in autistic individuals is made more difficult because
the behavioral abnormalities associated with complex partial
and/or absence seizures (e.g., staring and nonresponsiveness
with or without repetitive motor behaviors) can all be attrib-
uted to the autism. Recently, there have also been reports of
high rates of epileptiform electroencephalogram (EEGs) in
children with autism without a history of seizures or epilepsy
(13,14).
The increased prevalence of epilepsy and/or epileptiform

EEG abnormalities in individuals with ASD may be an
important clue to an underlying neurologic abnormality, at
least for a subset of autism patients. However, there are no
definitive data to help predict which children will develop
epilepsy and/or EEG abnormalities and to what degree
cognition, behavior, and other phenotypic characteristics
are affected. Fundamental questions regarding the relation-
ship among the occurrence of epilepsy, and the cognitive,
language, and behavioral deficits seen in autism are still
unanswered: is this just an epiphenomenon of the underly-
ing neural dysfunction in autism, or is there a causal
relationship (15)?
A critical review of the literature points to several charac-

teristics that seem to be associated with the presence of
epilepsy in ASD including: intelligence quotient (IQ), addi-
tional neurogenetic disorders, age, developmental regression,
and gender. This article evaluates the association of these
features with both clinical epilepsy and epileptiform EEG
abnormalities in individuals with autism in an attempt to
identify risk factors. We also review treatment strategies and
discuss emerging ideas in this area.
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RATES OF EPILEPSY IN AUTISTIC SPECTRUM
DISORDERS

Variability and Sample Characteristics

Table 1 provides rates from studies published since 2000
showing the wide range of estimates. Sample variability is
most likely responsible for these disparities. Sample ascertain-
ment strategies and inclusion of individuals with different
cognitive levels, ages, and comorbid medical conditions con-
tribute to rate differences.
Ascertainment. Referral or ascertainment bias may be the

most important confounding factor. Clinic-based samples re-
port higher rates, as patients with epilepsy are over-
represented in these settings (6). Population-based studies
avoid this bias and provide the best estimate of true prevalence
of epilepsy in autism, but even those rates have been variable.
A review (16) of nine population based studies reported
epilepsy prevalence with a median of 17% and a range of
5–26%. Another long-term follow-up study of a population-
based sample reported a substantially higher lifetime epilepsy
prevalence of 38% (10). Clearly, other factors are at play in
producing these variable rates.
Intellectual disability. It has been posited that the presence

of intellectual disability drives the association between epi-
lepsy and ASD. Certainly, a high percentage of children on the
autism spectrum have comorbid intellectual disability (16),
and intellectual disability is an independent risk factor for
developing epilepsy (17).
Most studies have reported an association between low IQ

and increased epilepsy in autism (8,9,11,18–21). A meta-
analysis of 10 studies demonstrated a higher pooled epilepsy
prevalence rate in individuals with (21.5%) vs. without (8%)
intellectual disability (22). Also, patients with both intellectual
disability and active epilepsy have high rates of autism (8).

However, it should be noted that other studies show no statis-
tically significant association between epilepsy and IQ in autism
(23,24), and the rate of epilepsy is still much above the general
population risk even among individuals with normal IQ (22,25).
Thus, although intellectual disability increases the risk, it seems
that autism itself is associated with higher epilepsy rates.
Idiopathic vs. complex or syndromic autism. There is a

small subset of ASD cases with known comorbid medical
conditions believed to be causally related; and these often
have high rates of epilepsy themselves (tuberous sclerosis
complex (TSC), Fragile X syndrome, 15q duplication syn-
drome, among others) (2,26,27). These cases are referred to as
nonidiopathic or syndromic, and their inclusion in autism
samples inflates epilepsy prevalence estimates.
Studies have shown higher rates of epilepsy in nonidio-

pathic groups compared with idiopathic groups (2,18) and
studies limiting the sample to purely idiopathic autism re-
ported lower rates of epilepsy (13–17% (11,28)). Again, these
rates in idiopathic ASD are still substantially above the gen-
eral population risk of epilepsy (1 to 2%) suggesting that
autism itself is associated with increased epilepsy risk.
Age. There are two peaks in the age of onset of epilepsy in

ASD (16,19): first in early childhood and second (perhaps
higher) in adolescence (11,29). Thus, some of the variability
in reported rates is simply a function of the age of the sample
with some of the highest reported in studies including adoles-
cents and young adults (6,10,30).
Developmental regression. A noticeable loss of skills, or

developmental regression, occurs in up to 1/3 of children with
autism (31). The period of regression usually occurs between
18 and 24 mo of age and can occur in those who were
developing normally or in those with preexisting developmen-
tal delays. Researchers have been interested in the phenome-
non and its relationship to epilepsy because of the idea that an

Table 1. Summary of studies published since 2000 examining the prevalence of epilepsy in ASD populations including sample
characteristics (sample size, age, ascertainment methods, diagnoses, whether the sample includes nonidiopathic autism)

Sample
size Age Ascertainment Diagnosis

Sample includes
nonidiopathic

Epilepsy rate in total
sample and sample subgroups Reference

2112 n/a Mixed Autism, PDD Yes With intellectual disability, 21.4%;
without intellectual disability,
8%; male, 18.5%; female, 34.5%

22

46 Mean, 7.8 y Clinic based Autism, PDD No Total sample, 13% 28
108 Mean, 25.5 y Population based Autistic or “autistic like” Yes Total sample, 38% 10
56 Range, 1–14 y Clinic based Autism, PDD, Asperger’s Yes Total sample, 28%; autism, 40.0%;

PDD, 11.1%
38

104 Range, 30 mo–8 y Clinic based Autism or ASD Yes Total sample, 19.4% 33
60 Mean, 17.6 y; range,

12–30 y
Clinic based Autism No Total sample, 38.3% (includes

febrile seizures)
30

130 Range, 18–35 y Clinic based Autism, PDD No Total sample, 17% (25% when 1
seizure included)

11

77 Mean, 9.1 y Clinic based Autism, PDD, Asperger’s,
CDD

No Total sample, 22.1% 21

59 Range, 0.5–21 y Clinic based Autism Yes Total sample, 46% 6
32 Mean, 5 y Clinic based Autism No Total sample, 36% 14
77 Mean, 17 y Clinic based Autism, PDD Yes Autism, 20.8%; PDD, 35.1% 12
72 Mean, 9 y; range,

4–21 y
Clinic based Autism Yes 7%, Idiopathic; 55%, nonidiopathic 18

233 Range, 1–56 y Clinic based Autism, Asperger’s Yes 17%, “essential;” 39%, “complex” 2

Rates are presented for total samples and special populations within a given sample such as those with and without intellectual disability or gender or specific
diagnoses.
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epileptic encephalopathy may play a role in the etiology of
autism. However, results are inconsistent.
Several studies report statistically significant associations

between the presence of regression and an increase in epilepsy
(21,32,33). In contrast, other studies show no increases or
associations between epilepsy and regression (11,20,28,31). It
is possible that other sample variables could be confounding
factors; however, the relationship between regression and
epilepsy in autism remains unclear.
Gender. Literature suggests an increased risk of epilepsy in

females as opposed to males (6,10,24). A recent meta-analysis
found the male to female ratio in autism with epilepsy was
close to 2:1 vs. 3.5:1 in autism without epilepsy and a higher
pooled prevalence of epilepsy in females than males (34.5 vs.
18.5%) (22). In contrast, another study of idiopathic autism
reported no significant differences in gender ratios (11). It is
unclear whether this is an effect of female gender per se or
whether more females have other risk factors such as lower IQ
and nonidiopathic autism.
Summary. As reviewed, there is an increased risk of epi-

lepsy in ASD and many factors may further increase this risk.
However, these factors may not exist independently in a given
patient. For example, an individual may have a lower IQ
because of a comorbid neurogenetic syndrome that presents
with early onset epilepsy. Unfortunately, existing studies have
rarely had the sample sizes and phenotypic detail to determine
which of these factors is most important in explaining the
patient’s increased epilepsy risk.
Future research that teases apart these features is imperative

to accurately predict the individuals with ASD who are at
increased risk of developing epilepsy. Furthermore, almost
nothing is known about the relationship of epilepsy to the core
features of autism: is the social domain more or less affected
by epilepsy than language or repetitive behaviors? From a
practical standpoint clinicians need to be aware of these risk
factors to provide appropriate work-up and counseling to
families. Neurogenetic disorders occur more frequently in the
ASD patients with epilepsy and intellectual disability, often
warranting specific diagnostic testing.

SUBCLINICAL EPILEPTIFORM ABNORMALITIES
IN THE ABSENCE OF EPILEPSY IN ASD

There are many reports of background or interictal EEG
changes in individuals with autism. It is important to note that
these abnormalities may occur in individuals without seizures
and their presence should not be considered evidence of
epilepsy. Rather, these EEG changes are considered to be
signs of cerebral dysfunction. Both nonspecific changes, such
as slowing or asymmetry, and epileptiform discharges, con-
sisting of spikes or sharp wave discharges, sharp slow waves,
generalized spike-wave, and generalized polyspikes are seen.
Epileptiform discharges are common among patients with
active epilepsy, but are reportedly rare (1 to 4%) in healthy
children (34,35). One intriguing finding in ASD is the high
rates of these abnormalities, even in the absence of epilepsy.
This raises questions about whether these discharges could be
considered a biomarker of cortical dysfunction in this popu-

lation, and whether these discharges have a causal association
with any of the autism phenotypes.
Much like rates of epilepsy, reported rates of epileptiform

abnormalities are quite variable. This may be due to sample
characteristics and/or the methodological variability in col-
lecting and interpreting EEGs. Many studies report an overall
EEG abnormality rate by combining individuals with and
without epilepsy. Referral bias may also play a major role, as
there are no population-based studies of rates of epileptiform
discharges among individuals with ASD. Most reports are
retrospective reviews of large clinic samples meaning that the
clinical practice of the individual investigator will influence
the data. Differences in EEG type (routine office studies vs.
prolonged recording, whether sleep is captured) have also
been shown to affect rates.

Rates of Epileptiform Discharges

Until recently, reported rates of interictal epileptiform dis-
charges varied from 6 to 30% of ASD patients (19,20,29,31).
Recently, even higher rates of isolated epileptiform EEGs
have been reported (see Table 2).
Several studies have reported epileptiform abnormality rates of

approximately 30% in ASD patients without clinical seizures
(21,36,37). One study of children referred for video EEG
monitoring to evaluate possible seizures found interictal epi-
leptiform abnormalities in 59% (14). Although some of the
patients had a history of seizures, there were no seizures captured
onmonitoring so that these were isolated epileptiform discharges.
Interestingly, the history of epilepsy did not predict the likelihood
of abnormalities in this cohort. A retrospective review of almost
900 children with ASD who had no known history of epilepsy,
found 61% with epileptiform EEG activity in sleep (13). These
latter studies are important because they show that this pattern
could represent a common objective physiologic finding in ASD,
something that is difficult to find in this heterogeneous behavior-
ally defined condition.
However, lower rates (4–22%) were also reported in recent

studies (11,12,28,38). Some of these differences may be ex-
plained by methodological and sample differences. Some sam-
ples were purely idiopathic (11,30). Others used routine EEGs
rather than prolonged studies which could lessen sensitivity
(11,12). Clearly, large prospective trials in unselected popu-
lations of autism are needed to determine the true rate of
interictal epileptiform discharges. Data could help determine
other risk factors and to delineate the role (if any) of these
discharges in the autism phenotype.

Other Variables Affecting Rates of Isolated Epileptiform
Discharges

Regression. As with epilepsy, the association between the
occurrence of regression and epileptiform EEG abnormalities
remains unclear. Currently, many practitioners use the presence
of regression as a rationale for obtaining an EEG, to rule out a
specific type of epilepsy, Landau Kleffner Syndrome (LKS) (see
later). However, the literature contains incomplete and conflict-
ing results that do not necessarily support this practice.
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Studies which include only groups ascertained for regres-
sion have reported high rates of epileptiform EEGs, from 33 to
68% (39,40). However, as a nonregression group was not
included for comparison, it is not known whether there is
something special about regression per se. Additionally, many
studies do not separate the sample by those with and without
epilepsy and so the influence of regression on epileptiform
discharges in the nonepileptic sample cannot be determined.
In samples combining those with and without epilepsy, no

significant association has been reported between regression
and the presence of epileptiform EEGs (29,31,33). Similarly,
even studies limited to children without epilepsy report no
significant effect of regression on epileptiform EEGs (13,20).
In contrast, at least two studies have found a 2-fold increase in
epileptiform EEGs in those with regression (compared with
and without) (31,37) in patients without epilepsy.
IQ. While it is known that lower IQ influences epilepsy

rates, the effect of intellectual disability on the rate of isolated
epileptiform EEGs is less well studied, and the existing data
are conflicting. One study found no IQ differences between
those with and without epileptiform EEGs (37), but another
(31) reported that epileptiform EEG was significantly more
common among individuals with intellectual impairment.
Type of EEG. It seems that the rates of epileptiform dis-

charges are influenced by the types of EEGs performed, with
the highest rates in studies using overnight recordings (13,14)
or EEGs that include at least some sleep state recording (37).
One study (13) reported the epileptiform activity was exhib-
ited only in sleep states. Another study evaluated both types of
EEG in the same patients and found that prolonged sleep EEG’s
significantly increased the yield of EEG abnormalities (21).

Patterns of EEG Abnormalities

If these abnormalities are taken as evidence of cortical
dysfunction in autism, then examination of their types or
patterns could shed light on the type of brain dysfunction.

Epileptiform EEGs seem to be more common than nonepilep-
tiform abnormalities (14,21,36,38,41). However, there seems
to be no consistent pattern of epileptiform discharges across
investigations with most studies reporting a variety. These
include diffuse or generalized, multi-focal, and focal dis-
charges, unilateral or bilateral and localized to many different
brain areas (6,11,13,28,30,38). Some studies suggest that tem-
poral abnormalities may be more common (13,37), but others
do not support this view (14). The frequency of discharges is
also variable (6,33). Interestingly, it is rare to see the EEG
pattern of electrical status epilepticus in sleep (ESES) associ-
ated with LKS (see below) in individuals with autism (12,37).
Summary. The current literature would suggest that a sub-

stantial proportion of individuals with autism have epilepti-
form discharges in the absence of epilepsy. Yet, no clear
picture emerges regarding risk factors. Nor do we have a
consistent pattern of what these abnormalities might look like
or what they mean. It is tempting to posit that these discharges
are somehow causally related to the deficits (behavioral, com-
municative and cognitive) exhibited in ASD but there are very
few data to support this idea.

RATES OF EPILEPSY AND EEG ABNORMALITIES
IN RELATED DISORDERS

The idea that epilepsy is somehow pathophysiologically
related to ASD is supported by high epilepsy rates in related
disorders. Epilepsy rates in Rett syndrome range from 63 to
94% (42,43), and rates of up to 77% are seen in Childhood
Disintegrative Disorder (CDD) (44). Rates in PDD-NOS are
similar to those in autism (12) or perhaps somewhat lower
(38). There is also a higher percentage of epilepsy and epi-
leptiform EEGs in children with Developmental Language
Disorder (DLD) (9,45,46). Likewise, there is some evidence
of overlapping cognitive, language and behavioral deficits in
ASDs and other epilepsy syndromes supporting the possibility
of a pathophysiological relationship.

Table 2. Summary of studies published since 2000 examining the prevalence of epileptiform EEGs in ASD populations (total samples and
special populations within sample such as those without epilepsy)

Sample
size Age Ascertainment Diagnosis Type of EEG Epileptiform EEG Rate Reference

60 Mean, 3.11 y; range,
2–6 y

Clinic based PDD-NOS, autism Routine 30% without epilepsy 36

64 Mean, 36 mo; range,
18–48 mo

Clinic based Autism Sleep 31% without epilepsy 37

46 Mean, 7.8 y Clinic based Autism, PDD Awake and sleep 35% overall and 22% without epilepsy 28
889 Mean, 5.3 y Clinic based ASD 24-h EEG 60.7% without epilepsy 13
56 Range, 1–14 y Clinic based Autism (n � 35), PDD-

NOS (n � 18), or
Aspergers (n � 3)

Awake and sleep 30% overall and 3.6% without epilepsy;
autism group, 5.7% without epilepsy

38

104 Range, 30 mo–8 y Clinic based Autism or ASD Awake and sleep 40.5% overall 33
60 Mean, 17.6 y; range,

12–29.9 y
Clinic Based Autism Awake and sleep 6.7% without epilepsy 30

130 Range, 18–35 y Clinic based Autism and atypical Routine 21% without epilepsy 11
77 Mean, 9.1 y Clinic based PDD, autism, atypical

autism, CDD, Aspergers
Awake and sleep 38% overall and 30% without epilepsy 21

59 Range, 0.5–21 y Clinic based Autism Awake and sleep 75% overall 6
32 Mean, 5 y Clinic based Autism Prolonged video-EEG 59% without epilepsy 14
77 Mean, 17.08 y Clinic based PDD-NOS and autism Awake and sleep 45.5% autism overall, 62.3% PDD overall,

and 17.4% PDD without epilepsy
12
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Landau-Kleffner syndrome. There has been much interest
in the possible connection between autism and LKS. LKS is
characterized by the rapid onset of an inability to understand
spoken language in a typically developing child, usually ac-
companied by seizures (47). It is often associated with a
severe EEG abnormality in deep sleep (electrical status epi-
lepticus in sleep or ESES). LKS has been treated with tradi-
tional anticonvulsant medications, corticosteroids, i.v. immu-
noglobulins, and even epilepsy surgery (48). In many
instances, both the seizures and language impairment improve
with normalization of EEG abnormalities. However, the rela-
tionship between language deficits and seizures/EEG abnor-
malities is not completely clear. Seizures often occur only
after the period of regression or not at all (15) and EEG
findings do not always correlate with the severity and course
of language impairment (49).
There is debate in the literature regarding whether the

language regression and the accompanying EEG abnormali-
ties in LKS can be likened to those seen in the subset of
children with autistic regression and epilepsy (31,48,50). The
term LKS or LKS variant is now used in clinical practice for
individuals with autistic regression and epileptiform EEGs.
Although caution is urged because of differences in the syn-
dromes (48,50), similar treatments are sometimes used (see
treatment section).
Tuberous sclerosis. TSC is a rare neurogenetic condition

characterized by abnormalities in multiple systems. CNS man-
ifestations include structural brain lesions, frequent intellec-
tual disability, and a high prevalence of epilepsy. Although
TSC is relatively uncommon (1 to 3%) in large unselected
samples of individuals with ASD (51), it is more common
among individuals with both autism and epilepsy (52). Autis-
tic symptoms are frequent in children with TSC, and ASD has
been reported in up to 60% of clinic samples (51,53). The
reason for development of ASD in TSC remains unknown,
although early onset epilepsy and the presence of intellectual
disability seem to be risk factors (52). It is hypothesized that
electrophysiological dysfunction in the temporal lobe disrupts
the development of social communication skills (54).
Infantile spasms. Infantile spasms (IS) are a devastating

early onset epilepsy syndrome with an associated severely
abnormal background EEG pattern (hypsarrhythmia) and poor
developmental outcome. Spasms seem to increase the risk of
developing autism (55) and a percentage of ASD individuals
have a history of spasms (23). In a recent study, the presence
of hypsarrhythmia and frontal lobe EEG discharges were both
associated with the development of ASD in children with
spasms (56). However, data suggest that it might be the cause
underlying the spasms rather than the spasms responsible for
the increased ASD risk (57).
Benign Childhood Epilepsy syndromes. Considered “be-

nign” because of easy to control seizures and absence of
cognitive or neurologic impairment, Benign Epilepsy with
Cento-Temporal Spikes (BECTS) (a.k.a Rolandic epilepsy)
and Absence Epilepsy, are of interest because of emerging
data suggesting subtle behavioral and cognitive problems in
these patients. In BECTS, these include behavioral prob-
lems, learning disabilities, ADHD, mild cognitive and co-

ordination deficits, and even specific language impairments
(58). In absence epilepsy, these include subtle cognitive and
linguistic deficits and a high rate of psychiatric diagnoses (59).
Thus, the presence of epilepsy and epileptiform EEGs seem to
predispose individuals to cognitive, linguistic, and behavioral
deficits.
Some of these associations between epilepsy syndromes (in-

fantile spasms and LKS) and ASD raise a question about whether
epilepsy and/or epileptiform EEGs may play any causal role in
the development of autistic behaviors. One could posit that
epilepsy could alter brain development with a resulting ASD
phenotype. Alternatively, abnormalities in the underlying brain
substrate might cause both the epilepsy and ASD. Unfortunately,
there are presently no data to answer this question.

TREATMENT CONSIDERATIONS

Epilepsy

Treatment of children with autism and epilepsy is guided by
the principles of treating childhood epilepsy. Antiepileptic
drugs (AEDs) are chosen based on seizure type and clinicians
strive for maximum seizure control with minimum side ef-
fects. The practicalities of certain treatment choices are very
important in ASD. Factors such as available formulations
(liquid vs. tablets vs. capsules), dosing schedules, need for
blood monitoring, and, most importantly, behavioral side ef-
fects must be considered. It is important to note that treating
epilepsy does not usually have a major impact on the autism
symptomatology. Some children may show improvements in
cognition, communication, or behavior, but the autism diag-
nosis does not change.

EEG Discharges

Reports of high rates of interictal discharges are beginning
to have an impact on clinical practices in autism. Although
EEGs are considered standard for all children with clinical or
suspected seizures, whether an EEG should be performed in
all children with autism is questionable, and whether to treat
these discharges if they are discovered is controversial. The
concept of “treating the EEG” is based on the hypothesis that
discharges may have some causal relationship to the behav-
ioral, language, or cognitive disturbance. In general, neurolo-
gists do not treat EEGs except in very specific cases (e.g.,
LKS, infantile spasms). Indeed, in clinical practice it is often
considered “heretical” to contemplate this (see (54) author
reply). However, this may be changing.
It has long been known that interictal discharges can inter-

fere with normal neural processing (60,61). Recently, there
has been more attention to the concept of deleterious transient
cognitive impairment (TCI) due to the presence of background
epileptiform discharges in patients with epilepsy (62,63). Fur-
thermore, there is an emerging focus on the frequent cognitive
and behavioral disturbances in many childhood epilepsy syn-
dromes (64). In BECTS, studies have shown that academic
problems were related to the frequency of interictal epilepti-
form discharges (65) and that attentional problems largely
remitted after normalization of EEG (66). Thus, one could
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posit that treatment of EEG abnormalities would have a
positive impact on symptomatology in children with ASD and
epileptiform EEGs.
There are a few favorable case reports of EEG treatment in

autism and other childhood epilepsy syndromes (60,67,68).
Multiple case studies have demonstrated specific improve-
ments in ASD symptoms after therapy to suppress discharges
either with AEDs (69–71) or corticosteroids (72). It has even
been suggested that the treatment of EEG discharges may
prevent subsequent development of epilepsy (13). However,
in the absence of results from controlled trials, the practice of
medication use remains controversial.
Even more controversial is the use of epilepsy surgery (akin

to those used in focal epilepsy and LKS). Several reports
describe surgical treatment in individuals with autistic regres-
sion and intractable epilepsy. The degree of behavioral im-
provement was variable (73,74) and not always related to
clinical seizure control (75). Despite this, one study even
extended the use of surgery to patients with epileptiform
EEGs but without known seizures (40) and reported some of
the patients had reduction of autistic features and improve-
ments in language.
Unfortunately, all of these reports suffer the shortcomings

of case studies, lacking controls, and reliable or standardized
outcome measures. Fortunately, several recent studies inves-
tigating the treatment of interictal EEG abnormalities with
AEDs use better methodology. One open label study using
leviteracitam (an AED known to suppress interictal dis-
charges) demonstrated remission of measurable auditory pro-
cessing deficits in four of six children with BECTS (76). Both
valproic acid and lamotrigine were shown in controlled trials
to reduce interictal discharge burden and improve behavior in
children with epilepsy (77,78). However, it was noted that
medication also reduced clinical seizure frequency, leaving
open the possibility that better seizure control was responsible
for the behavioral changes. A subsequent blinded placebo-
controlled study of lamotrigine in children with well-
controlled epilepsy (79) spoke to this issue, finding behavioral
improvement only in the children on active drug who had a
significant reduction in either frequency or duration of their
interictal discharges. This study suggests that the behavioral
improvement from lamotrigine was the result of the discharge
suppression, not seizure control or mood stabilization. How-
ever, not all results have been positive. A cross-over placebo-
controlled trial using valproic acid in patients with epilepti-
form EEGs showed no improvement on any behavioral
measure (80) and reported some cognitive and behavioral
worsening in the drug phase, leading to a cessation of the trial.
At present, there are no controlled data investigating the

efficacy of treating epileptiform EEG discharges in autism, but
there is increasing interest in community practices. This void
creates difficulties for both practitioners and families and
makes controlled investigations of this phenomenon crucial.
We propose that existing results are indeed intriguing and
justify further exploration of the role of these discharges in the
ASD population.

GENETICS

The search for genetic determination of this comorbidity
has stirred interest in a variety of genes implicated in both
epilepsy and autism. For example GABA receptor genes are
among the candidate autism susceptibility genes (81). Poly-
morphisms in sodium channel genes (82) and mutations in
genes involved in synapse formation (neuroligins, neurexins,
SHANK-3) (81) have been detected in some ASD families.
Recently, converging evidence points to a role for CNTNAP2
(83–85) originally discovered in a family with epilepsy, cor-
tical dysplasia, and an autism-like phenotype (86). Mutations
in genes associated Rett Syndrome and its variants also pre-
dispose to epilepsy (87–91). Full discussion is beyond the
scope of this review, but attention should be paid to this
exciting new area that could help define pathophysiological
mechanisms in both autism and epilepsy.

CONCLUSION

Despite the long recognized association between autism and
epilepsy, surprisingly little is understood about the role epi-
lepsy plays in ASD. Data from the literature suggest that lower
IQ, age, gender, and comorbid medical conditions all increase
epilepsy risk in the ASD population. However, in idiopathic
autism samples without intellectual disability, epilepsy rates
are still higher than the general population risk, suggesting
that the underlying pathophysiology in ASD also increases the
risk of epilepsy. Even less well studied, is the high rate of
epileptiform EEGs in ASD without epilepsy. This is important
to highlight because of treatment implications. If there is some
causal relationship between the discharges and the ASD phe-
notype, and a substantial percentage of patients have epilep-
tiform abnormalities, then there are a large number of indi-
viduals with ASD who could conceivably benefit from
treatment. On the other hand, epileptiform abnormalities could
be simply an epiphenomenon of the neuropathological process
responsible for autism and have no relevance to prognosis or
intervention.
Most recent reviews of this topic conclude with a statement

about the lack of “convincing evidence” in the literature
regarding the exact nature of the association between autism
and epilepsy, especially regarding treatment options (48,50).
We believe that it is past time that we get some and would
propose the following key elements in creating a research
agenda.

● Large population based studies to determine the true risk of
epilepsy in individuals with ASD—including detailed med-
ical, genetic, and behavioral phenotyping to allow for de-
termination of risk factors and prognosis.

● Studies of large cohorts of unselected samples with pro-
longed EEGs and detailed phenotypic data to determine the
frequency and character of abnormalities and to investigate
associations between types of epilepsy and EEG abnormal-
ities and elements of the ASD phenotype (does the autism
look the same?).

● Controlled intervention trials to determine whether the treat-
ment of epileptiform EEGs has clinical utility. Positive
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results would offer a completely new treatment option for a
large percentage of individuals with autism. However, neg-
ative data would allow clinicians to avoid subjecting pa-
tients to a needless (sometimes onerous) medical procedure
and prevent exposure to unnecessary and potentially toxic
medications or dangerous surgical interventions.

The ultimate question is one of causality: Is there a causal
relationship between the EEG discharges and the ASD phe-
notype, and, if so, what does it mean for prognosis and
intervention? Or, are the epileptiform discharges simply an
epiphenomenon of the neuropathological process responsible
for autism? Answers to some of these questions are crucial for
formulation of much needed appropriate practice parameters
both for work-up and treatment of individuals with ASD.
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